The NEW ten-bladed 20" HAYTER AMBASSADOR PROFESSIONAL, giving 145 cuts per yard, now brings a quality mower at an attractive price to meet the requirements of parks and sportsgrounds.

### FEATURES
- Quietness of operation
- Hand or power driven mowing – independent cylinder operation
- Single screw controls cutting-height adjustment
- Simple adjustment of cutting cylinder
- Fine adjustment front roller levelling

### SPECIFICATION
- The 20-inch cylinder has ten blades, giving 145 cuts per yard.
- Height selection variable from \( \frac{1}{2} \)" to \( \frac{3}{8} \)".
- Bed knife 7/64" thick.
- Front roller levelling is achieved by individual fine adjustment on each side of the roller.
- Hand clutch operates drive rollers; independent lever operates clutch to cylinder.
- The Villiers F.12. engine of 119 c.c. develops 2.3 h.p. at 3,600 r.p.m.
- Fuel tank capacity is four pints, allowing approximately 3 \( \frac{1}{2} \) hours work.
- Two easy-to-attach transport wheels are provided.
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